Hunter 300-400 Assembly Instructions

1. Cut all metal bands and zip ties away from the unit
2. Remove the **Wheel Extensions** from under the unit and lay to the side
3. Open the **Versa Seeder Assembly** and locate the plastic bag, bag consist of
   a. (2) ½” bolts with nylocks (these are for the **Wheel Extensions**)
   b. (2) ½” bolts with (2) washers each (these are for the **1-Point Hitch Receiver**)
4. Included in the **Versa Seeder** is the power supply and it consist of
   a. **Control Box** (raises/lowers unit - up/down & activates seeder motor - on/off)
   b. **Jack Accessory Cable** (connects to cables located on (L) front of Plotmaster)
   c. **Battery Ring Terminals** (connects to the towing vehicle battery)
5. Once you have located all of the items start by assembling the **Wheel Extensions** first
6. Align the hole in the extension with the hole in the **Axle Tube** and place bolt in hole
   a. If you do not have clearance, then using the **Control Box** you will toggle the switch
      So that the **Axle Tube** rotates and the holes are aligned horizontally
7. Once you have the **Wheel Extensions** on and secured you will raise the unit to gain
   access to the one **1-Point Hitch Receiver** that mounts to the front of the unit for towing
   a. While toggling the up/down the front of the unit will raise and clear the pallet
   b. This happens because the weight of the rear lets the front end rise up.
8. Once you have clearance you will remove the **1-Point Hitch Receiver**
9. Using the (2) ½” bolts with washer, align the **1-Point Hitch Receiver** with the hole on the
   frame and insert the first bolt (making sure 1 washer is at the head of the bolt and the
   other is between the frame and the nylock nut)
10. Once you have inserted both ½” bolts w/washers you then need to connect the top link
    to the **1-Point Hitch** and then back to the frame (pins are already in place, just remove,
    align top link and re-insert pins with spring clips)
11. Lastly, connect your **Battery Ring Terminals** to the towing vehicle battery, connect the
    **1-Point Hitch Receiver** to your ball coupler and pull the unit away from the pallet.
    a. 1-Point Hitch Couple is 2” – Set Standard for 1 7/8” Ball butt fits 2” Ball as well